
Whack,   Wham, 
Whiz! 



Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills! 
Look for the digraph 

wh 

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15  for more. 

whack 

which 

New Vocabulary 

whim: an idea that 
pops up quickly 

Let’s  Read! 
Scan the QR code  

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/11038344


  Whack, Wham, 
Whiz! 



It    is    a    rush    when    we    go     

to    the    bus.     

"Which    path,    which?"    I    said.     

On    a    whim,    Mom    and    I    go     

on    that    path.    

Wham! 
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We look and see. 

"I see so much!" I said. 

Mom    nods. 

"Whack! Wham! Whiz!" 
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I    whip    my    neck    to    look. 

WHACK! WHACK! WHACK! 
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"That went whack!" I said. 

That    is    when    she    sees    it.     

WHACK! WHACK! WHACK! 
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WHAM! WHAM! WHAM! 

"Look    here!"    I    said.     

That    is    when    she    sees    it.     

"Did that go wham?" 
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We look back. 

"Here I go!" 

WHIZ!    

He whips by. 
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WHACK!    WHAM!    WHIZ!     

"Here    it    is!"    Mom    said.    

That    is    when    I    see    it.   

Wham!    It    is    the    bus!     

This    path    was    fun! 
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Phonics Fun 

Write the words from the 
list on a piece of paper.  
With a partner, take turns 
reading the words. 

when which wham whack 

Comprehension 

What surprised you in 
the book? Why? 

Decodable Words 

whack 
wham 
when 
which 

whim 
whip 
whiz 
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Skill: Introduction to 
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